Tango-Endo: It takes only two instruments

Kit from Essential Dental Systems includes its own reciprocating handpiece

Tough and reusable, Tango-Endo instruments boast a unique patented flat along the entire length. This flat allows for faster engagement, less resistance and increased flexibility — all without sacrificing strength. And it virtually eliminates instrument separation, according to the company.

The Tango-Endo system includes its own reciprocating handpiece. The latch-type handpiece is designed to aid in the prevention of binding and to assist in preservation of a canal’s unique anatomy. The kit also includes precision-matched gutta-percha points.

Here’s what dentists are saying:

• “Length of treatment was drastically reduced. It truly has simplified endodontics!” — Janet Williams, DDS, Hempstead, N.Y.
• “Any instrument that helps get the patients out of the chair faster is improving the experience.” — Bilyana Tesic, DDS, Redwood City, Calif.
• “Very easy to use, and I love that it’s only two files.” — Abraham Jaskiel, DMD, Miami

To learn more visit www.edsdental.com/tangendo or call (201) 487-9090.
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